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simplicity is clear: water sustains life, even more than food, at least from
the perspective of human consciousness and feeling. A severely mal.

nourished person will not cry out for a steak or an omelet. He wil
beseech, "Anytng for a glass of

water," and ifhe receives it he will cra-

dle it in trembling hands. Thus, the Talmudic metaphor is clear. Torah
sustains life. It is both this way and felt to be so. Without Torah, as
without water, there is spiritual death. Entwned in this simplicity is
another message, however. So basic is water that it is taken for granted,
so elemental is it that it is taken to be unattractive. Humanity dresses up
water in spirits, colas, juices, teas, liquids of all kinds. Humanity masks
water until it yields elegance and sophistication of taste. Likewise, in

matters of the spirit. Basic spiritual nutrients, contained in a dose of
Torah, acquie every manner of garb and complexity: meditative tech-

nique, philosophic rationale, mystical transport, ethical analysis, and
legalistic formulation. What are we left with? Beginning with a simplici.

ty, we are left with an endless process. Beginning with water-with
Torah-we end with a river passing by bans of time, streaming, by apt
comparison, into the unfathomably vast "sea of the Talmud."
This article is an exploration of water and its meanng in Judaism,
specificaly in one area of

Talmudic law, ofhalakha. Water, with its pen-

etration of physical life, gives its penetration of spiritual life, such as
halakha, the status of more than a metaphor. Since water is everywhere,

or, in societies or seasons of scarcity, the object of hope that it be every.
where, water so dominates human activity and perception that it seems
to be more than itself It invades the perception of psychology (a stream
history (a watershed development), of character (a
water off a duck's back), of economics
of consciousness), of

serenity or callousness the like of
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(a poring over facts and figures); at the very least, water shapes Ian.
guage, whose imagery is drawn indiscriminately from the ubiquitous
qualities of water. The double status of water, a basic and therefore
sometimes almost contemptible substance that is transfigured into sus.
tenance of elegance and vigor-and into images of universal graspembeds itself firmly in spiritual perception. Water is protean. Water converts non-believer into believer; water changes defilement into purity;
water, garbed as wine, sanctifies when imbibed at prescibed times; water
unveils the spiritual status of a pray-er if his entreaties in parched fields

yield rain. Water is wed to spiritual perception, growth, and stature.
Indeed, water is under the intense gaze of the Hebrew Bible. All of the
Bible's spiritual processes involve water in some sense. On general prin.

ciple, Isaiah 43:3 notes: "Just as I (God) pour water on the thirsty land
and streams on the dry ground, so shall I pour My spirit on your offspring and My blessing on your descendants." On social justice, Amos

5:24 foretells: "Justice wi roll down like water and righteousness like a
mighty stream." The Psalter (1:3) compares the righteous individual to
"a tree planted by springs of water, whose fruit ripens in its proper time
and whose leaves never wither." Isaiah 11:9 tells us that in Messianic

times, the land "will be ful of knowledge of God, as the waters covering the sea." At the beginning of time, Genesis depicts creation itself as

a division of waters, one set in some heavenly place and the other
constituting ths, our very earth. The human being is mostly water, and
God Himself is "the source of living waters" (J eremIah 17: 13). In biblical perspective, water penetrates, or vitally reflects, the cosmos, the
society, and the individual.
water are still more
intrcate and differentiated. In Jewish law, water is more than protean,
In halakha, the Divine law, the complexities of

always more than itself. Water, I wish to argue, is a prism of truth,
human and Divine, anthropological and theologicaL. Water, properly
collected and constituted as a mikve, refracts an almost limitless spec-

trum of knowledge, humanly and Divinely authored. This double
focus-human and Divine-runs up and down ths exploration. Specifi.

cally, by selecting one area of the Divine law-water law, so to speakand by elaborating on the intricacies of this single area of halakha, I

wish to demonstrate how God's law is a prism for the rest of His truth,
and, even more, how God's law serves as.a prism for ultimate human
truths discovered by scholars and searchers over the ages.

Some of these truths begin with their own double focus. Some
men-pioneers, explorers, or chosen instruments of Divine destinycasting their eye on virgin vistas for the first time, see the plain, the
6
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mountai, and the river theading between them, and wish to leave the
undisciplined pattern alone. Others perceive a plan, a line and design
that beg to be superimposed on virgin vistas. Some are not content to

prize "vistas of natural scenery as seen by a naked eyeball (but prefer) to

impose a grd of utiitarian considerations upon the landscape . . . ."2
Their ideal is symbolized by the surveyor's transit, embodied in the civil
engineer, concretized in canals and dams, and conceptualzed as "an ar.

tectonics of stabilty implying permanence" or as "reticulated devices
of closure."3 Most notably, for our puroses, their subordiation of the

chi

natual vista, specifically the river runnng though it, to the goal of nurturig the likes of commerce and nation building, is accomplished by a

certain irony: water is made to flow more freely by enclosing it.4 Trans.

posing the object of this manmade design from nature to society, the
paralel political enclosure is this irony: it is laws that make men free.

The Divine law, halaka, need make no transposition from nature
to society. Halaka sees one truth underlying the two foci of freedom,

water enclosed by walls and human wil constrained by law. Halakha
locates both in a single place: the mikve. Under halakc definition, the
mikve is water enclosed, and ths enclosure makes man-and womanfree by makng them pure. Their purity, imparted by immersion, liberates

them jointly to resume marital relations, and singly to engage in spiritual
acts tied to the ancient holy temples (acts then embracing the unmarried,
too; and now, with the temples' destruction, suspended for al).
Other men-pioneers, explorers, or poets-casting their eye on vir.
gi vistas for the fist time see a terrestral paradise. To them, it is not

laws that make men free but nature itself. Their ideal is not to impose
technology on the landscape but to live in harmony with it. Water flows

freely by flowing unimpeded, without enclosure-absent canals, dams,
commerce, and national destiny. So, too, in the Divine law. As enclosed
waters of a mik"Pe purfY and liberate, so, in reverse irony, do waters un.

enclosed, unfettered by human hands. The maJayan, or natural springincludig the river fueled by underground water sources-is, by halakc
defition, water not restrcted, flowing pristinely as it once did primor-

dialy. This sprig, too, is a Divine mandate, subsumed under the larger
rubric of

the laws of mik"Pe. Immersion in a maJayan effectuates the same

liberation cum spiritual elevation, the same purity, as the mikve.
God's truth, in this case a twofold structure of mikve and maJayan,
hints at a refraction of human truths: respectively, the first, controlled,

neoclassical vision of nature, and the second, unfettered, Romantic
vision of nature. The neoclassical vision, which channels, gathers, and
controls water, hints at the mik"Pe, while the Romantic vision, which
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leaves waters unchanneled, hits at the maJayan-hints only. For halaka

is more than a metaphor. In order for halaka to be a prism of human
truth, disciplines of human knowledge must stretch beyond poetry, until

their refraction in halaka is more refined and differentiated than two
conceptions of nature or nation building. The human truth to which
halaka serves as a prism must ascend to Truth, and to apprehend that,
the halakha itself must be unfolded. To see how disciplines of human
knowledge are refracted in halaka, human knowledge must be refied
and halaka defined.

My purpose here is to realize an aspiration adumbrated since the

beginning of traditional Jewish encounter with the modern world.
Halakhists and theologians have stressed the importance of deriving
Jewish thought from the detailed corpus ofhalakha. In Rabbi Joseph B.
Soloveitchik's bald summation, "Out of the sources of Halakhah, a new
world view awaits formulation."5 Franz Rosenzweig argued that efforts
at Jewish theology
must remember that insofar as there was structure to Jewish religion
over the centuries, it was provided by the halachah-and that was not

mere speculation but the functioning norm of the autonomous Jewish
community. Hence, explicating the theology implied in the halachah
has long been a goal of students of Jewish thought. Those, however,

who could make their way through the swirling currents of the law
seemed unable to chart its movements in terms of comprehensive reli.

gious concepts, while those who knew what might be an acceptable
letters" in
the Jewish legal thinking must be traced.6

strcture of modern thought often did not know "the small
which the development of

Perhaps the reason why the link between Jewish thought and hala-

kha has proven elusive is that even those Jewish thinkers who have
known "the small letters" of halakha have rarely used them, as opposed
to their "implications," as sources of Jewish thought. My purpose here
is to go beyond the implications of halakha in two senses. First, I wish
to show that it is not the implications of halaka but the halakha itself,
its "smalletters"-its minutely detailed analyses, debates, and classifica-

tions-that yield comprehensive concepts. Second, I am concerned with

a broad range of knowledge, not only Jewish thought but fields reach-

ing beyond Judaism and even beyond religion. Used as a case study,
one set of halakhot ilustrates how halakhic discourse draws into its
purview social and intellectual realities far beyond its apparent concerns.
These halakhot unveil halakhc discourse as a determinant of social reality and a prism of

true knowledge, human and Divine.
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To set forth a philosophy of halaka that is not merely an internal
discussion-halaksts talking to halaksts-one must show how hala-

kha shapes reality beyond its own dictates; how, for example, when
halakha prescribes a mikve for immersion, it shapes reality beyond the
purity of the immersee. Thus, in Part I, I show how "The Laws of
Mik"Pe and Its Waters" yield a deep structure that determines the direc.

tion of a functioning norm in the Jewish community: conflict. In con-

trast to a common hermeneutic-that social realty shapes halakha-I
show that laws of mik"Pe shape social reality. Second, one must show
that the laws of mikve have interdisciplinary resonance, both in other

disciplines of Torah and in disciplines of human knowledge. Thus, in

Part II, I select two segments from a larger study of which ths is a part.

The larger study shows how truths in aggada, psychology, quantum
mechanics, ecology, and other disciplines are refracted in the laws of
mikve. I ilustrate here with one discipline of Divine knowledge and one
of human knowledge: aggada and quantum mechanics, respectively.

The upshot of the analysis is ths: a single area of halaka demon.
strates that Judaism is more than a spiritual discipline and more than a
perspective on the sacred. It is a prism. of knowledge, human and Divine.
In the conclusion (Part III), I draw paradigmatically on the data gleaned

from that prism to trace a philosophy of halaka. Comprehensive concepts do flow from halaka when it is left to its own language, the Ian.
guage of exactitude. Exactitude anmates the many worlds of mikve, al
of

which transfigure a shapeless substance "bound to man, indeed to life,

by a long-lasting famiarty, by a relationship of multifarous necessity,

due to which its uniqueness is hidden beneath the crust of habit."7

i. SOCIA CONTEXT
A. DEEP STRUCTURE:

THE ELUSIV PERFECT MIKVE-ZERI
The deep structure of the laws of mikve reduces communal conflict.

Jewish history is replete with bitter conflict over dietary laws8-but far
less so with another ritual, mikve. There may be many reasons for ths,
not least that profit is frequently derived from the supervision of kosher
food, but rarely from the supervision of mikvaJot. Without ignoring
conflicts over mikva'ot that do take place, and without claiming exclusivity for the structure of the laws of mik"Pe in reducing them, this struc.
ture does discourage communal conflict. Halakha shapes social reality.

9
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Leviticus 11:36 reads, "But a spring (ma)ayan) and a pit, a gatherwater, shall effectuate purity." Exegesis in Torat Kohanim

ing (mikvc) of

them identify
purity: a ma)ayan and a mikvc. As laid down in
Torat Kohanim and unfolded in subsequent halakc literature, a mik"Pc

requires the translation of

ths verse in several ways. Al of

two separate sources of

is a pool in the earth, or in cement poured into the earth, or in hewn
stone or wood found naturaly in the earth, or in stone or wood hewn
after having been placed in the earth; and consisting of at least 40 sc)a
(a liquid measurement, approximately 200 galons).9 The water must
reach the pit directly from the heavens, a river or the sea, without the
use of any vessel capable of holdig water and without any direct inter.
venti

on by a human being (e.g., a person splashing water from a river

into a nearby pit). As Torat Kohanim puts it, "Just as a spring is at the
hands of

Heaven, so is a mikpc at the hands of

Heaven.

"10

Whe a mikvc is intended to purify spiritually, not physically, con-

cern for physical cleanliness has played thc determinative role in the
development of mik"Pc design, which, coextensively, is the unfolding of
the laws of mik"Pc. Concern for cleanlness unveils the deep structure in
mik"Pc's laws that reduces communal conflict.
Strctly speakng, the cleanlness of a mikpc, or lack thereof, has no

halakc weight. The water of a mikvc never need be changed. One may
simply dig a hole or pour cement in the ground, wait for rain to fi it,
and use it forever after. That it wi eventualy become discolored or emit
a noxious effuvium is of no halakc import.11 Nonetheless, and needless

to say, designers of mik"Pa)ot needed to be sensitive to discoloration and

stench; otherwise, at least some women would refuse to use them, or, as
in antiquity, after immersion in a fetid mik"Pc, people would rinse themselves and eventualy regard the subsequent rinsing as the actual medium
of purfication and skip the mikpc altogether (Shabbat i 4a). Historically,
the laws of mikvc have responded to ths question: how can one change
the water in a mik"Pc without violating the strcture against transporting

water with a vessel? Obviously, it wi not do just to empty a fetid mikvc
and wait for it to rain. Since women need to immerse each month in
order to resume martal relations, what should they do before it rains?
One solution is the use ofa ma)ayan. A natural spring that contin-

uously replenishes itself often cleans itself. Further, one minority opin.

ion, albeit never halakhically determinative, requires a woman to
immerse in a ma)ayan, not a mik"Pc.12 The problem (here I adumbrate

the deep structure of the laws of mikpc) is that nothwithstanding a

spring's advantages, it has counterbalancing disadvantages. Use of a
ma)ayan can be dangerous; the history of mikvc design includes springs
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so far below ground level that women had to descend into caverns as
many as five stories deep in order to reach them.13 A ma'ayan can be

uncomfortable, as it often cannot be heated and is very cold. It can be
embarrassing, if out in the open. All these conditions can encourage a
woman to hurry her immersion and thus invalidate it-a self.defeating
arrangement.14 Historically, however, there often was no alternative to a
ma'ayan. Materials, money, suitable location, suffcient rainwater, or
halakc competence to build a mik"Pe was lackng. A ma'ayan was used.

Alternatively, based on priciples in Torat Kohanim and detais in
the Talmud, especialy Tractate Mik"Pa'ot, the halakc masters developed
two basic methods to keep a mik"Pe clean: zeria ("seeding") and hashaka

("kissing"). In some senses, both were found to be necessary, yet mutualy exclusive. To adumbrate the structure of the laws of mik"Pe with more

specificity, zeria and hashaka each solve a halakic problem, yet together

unveil a pardox: each halakc solution creates another halakc problem. No one solution or even a combination thereof yields a halakcaly
perfect mikl'e. No matter how halakhically sophisticated, no mikl'e is
without its halakc disadvantages. In the laws of mik"Pe, there is no sim-

ple, linear progression from minimaly kosher to maximaly kosher, no
unequivocal delineation between mitsvah and hiddur mitsvah.

At this point, definitions of zeria, hashaka, and another term,
she'u"Pim, become indispensable.
Zeria, "seeding," begins with the law that a mikve, consisting of

40 se'a of kosher water-rain, river, or sea water--an never be rendered unkosher by the addition of she'uvim. She'ul'im are "drawn

waters"-water conveyed to a mik"Pe by a vessel or a person-and are
unfit to constitute a mikve.1S What is more, even a tiny quantity of
less than 40 se'a disqualifies
the mikve permanently, no matter how much kosher water may later fall
she'ul'im (three lugim) added to a mik"Pe of

into it.16 However, the addition of any quantity of she'uvim to an
already kosher mikve-a mik"Pe of 40 se'a of kosher water--annot dis-

qualify it. A kosher mikve is immune to ritual disqualification by the
addition of any amount of she'uvim.17 The usual principle of bittul,

which disqualifies a kosher substance when a non-kosher substance
the kosher sub.
added to it amounts to more than 1/60 the volume of

stance, is suspended. Not only is a kosher mikl'e immune to disqualifica.
tion by the addition of any amount of sheJuvim, but a kosher mikl'e also

renders any amount of she'ul'im added to it kosher. This is zeria, "seeding." She'upim, normally unkosher, are "seeded" in the water of a
kosher mikpe.18 The total mixture is kosher. The pit containing kosher

water to which she'upim are seeded is a bor zeria, a "seeding pit."
11
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Here, it seems, is a complete halakc solution to the problem of
cleanness. Simply juxtapose two pits, one small, able to hold the mini.

mum 40 seJs, and one much larger, able to hold enough water to comfortably immerse a human being. Then open an aperture near the top

of each of the two pits and connect the two openings with, say, a pipe
of concrete or plastic. The pipe rests horizontally between each of the
apertures. Now, let 40 seJs of ranwater flow without interference into
the small pit. It is a kosher mikl'e and will serve as the bor zeria. Any
water added to it, even sheJu"Pim, becomes seeded and thus kosher. Now
open a nearby tap and let tap water (sheJu"Pim) flow into the bor zeria.
The sheJu"Pim from the tap become seeded, i.e., kosher, and the tap
keeps runnng. Eventually, the kosher water in the bor zeria rises to the
level of the pipe connecting the bor zeria to the immersion pooL. The
kosher water flows through the pipe from the bor zeria into the immersion pool and fis it. It, too, is now a kosher mik"Pe. Close the tap. Use

the large pit for several immersions until it is about to become dirty.

Then drain it. Then, refill it with clean water routed from the tap
though the relatively small bor zeria, in which, again, the clean water

becomes seeded, or kosher. In this way, both the cleanliness and the rit.
ual fitness of the immersion pool are maintained.
Mik"Pa'ot throughout the world operate on the principle of zeria.

No halakhic authority would deem them invalid. But if space and
money permit, most authorities would modify and complicate their
design. This is because the principle of zeria is not universally accepted

if a majority of the original 40 seJa of rainwater in the bor zeria flow out
of it when sheJu"Pim are added to it. In the two-pit mik"Pe just described,

it is likely that more than 20 seJa of the small mik"Pe (the bor zeria) will
flow into the larger immersion pool the very first time that tap water is

added to the bor zeria. Rambam (1135-1204) finds this unacceptable
because of marJit ayyin ("appearances")-the wholesale addition of
sheJu"Pim to the bor zeria appears to obviate the need for kosher water

altogether. Rabad (c. 1125-1198) finds ths unacceptable in principle.19

Rambam and Rabad are minority opinions, not accepted as halakhcally determinative. However, from time immemorial, the laws of
mikl'e have been governed by a principle saliently articulated by
Rashbets (1361.1444). To the extent possible, a mikl'e should fulfill the
halakhc requirements even of minority opinions, even of every minority

opinion. That is, a mik"Pe should fulfill the requirements of every
halakhc opinion.20
Attempts to construct a halakhcally perfect mikl'e have been hero-

ic, enlisting every halakc and architectural ingenuity. The ingenuity,
12
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however, tuns on itself. The attempt to make a mik"Pe more acceptable

according to one halakc opinon makes it unacceptable to another. A
bor zeria, acceptable to most opinions, is unacceptable to RambamRabad; yet the compensatory attempt to design a mikve acceptable to

Rambam-Rabad is itself unacceptable to another authority (below).
One authority's humra, or strngency, is another's pesul, or disqualifica.
tion. In the laws of mikve, there is no linear progression of stringencies,

no ascending ladder of perfection, such that mikve A is built on the
principle of zeria, mikve B adds a stringency, mikve C adds another
strngency, and so on, unti the "most strngent" mikve is buit. There is

no such entity. The addition of strngency B is, at the same time, the
violation of strngency C. Strngencies in mik"Pe are dialectical; not pro.

gressively more stringent, but simultaneously strict and invalid.
Stringencies exclude each other. This is the deep structure of the laws of

mikve: mutual exclusivity. Giddulei Tahara (1772-1842) summarizes:
"It is impossible for a mikve, no matter its configuration, to be kosher
according to al opinions. "21

No other Jewish ritual works precisely ths way. Take the etrag (citron), for example. An etrog with many flecks is less halakically acceptable than an etrog with a few flecks; an etrag with a few flecks is less
acceptable than one with no flecks. But an etrag with no flecks does not

thereby become invalid on account of some other halakhic considera.
tion in the laws of etrag. In contrast, a mikve to which a strngency is
added may thereby become invalid. I have gathered a list of major
mutual exclusivities in the laws of mik"Pe.22 The following is a partial

illustration of one of the simplest. It begins with a common way to
meet Rambam - Rabads objections to a bar zeria.

HASHA
According to Rambam-Rabad, she'u"Pim added to a bar zeria, which
then flow into a large immersion pool, are not rendered kosher if half of
the original water in the bar zeria flows into the immersion pooL.

According to Rabad, the added she'u"Pim remain she'uvim, while accord.

ing to Rambam, there is a problem of mar'it ayyin. Whe the immersion pool is kosher according to almost all authorities, it is not kosher
according to Rambam. Rabad. The way to render ths mik"Pe acceptable

to Rambam. Rabad is to add a thrd pit, a bor hashaka (a "kissing pit").

It, like the bar zeria, is relatively small, containing 40 se'a of kosher
water. The bar hashaka, like the bar zeria, is connected to the immer.
13
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sion pool via an aperture. However, unlike the bor zeria, which renders
the water in the immersion pool kosher by the addition of water to
either itself or the immersion pool (zeria), the bor hashaka transforms
the she'u"Pim through mere contact, via the aperture, between the small

pit of 40 seJa and the larger immersion pooL. The two pits "kiss."
Hence the name, bor hashaka.23

The bor zeria satisfies most opinions; the bor hashaka satisfies
Rambam-Rabad. This new three-pit mik"Pe seems to be kosher according to every opinion. But it is not so. This seemingly perfect mikve
unravels around ths question: must the aperture between the bor hasha-

ka and the immersion pool remain permanently open for the "kissing"

to be efficacious? Shakh (1622-1663) is strngent, ruling that the aper.
ture must remain permanently open.24 A permanently open aperture

between the immersion pool and the bor hashaka-inherently a strngency-entails a separate invalidation of ths mik"Pe in the view of Ram-

bam- Rabad, the very authorities for whom ths mik"Pe was designed in

the first place. By accommodating Rambam-Rabad-by adding a bor
hashaka-one simultaneously creates a new condition that excludes

Rambam-Rabad, according to Hazon Ish (1878-1953). It is beyond
the present purview to elucidate Hazon Ish, but suffice it to say that
precisely the stringency of Shakh-the open aperture between the bor
hashaka and the immersion pool--ancels the strngency of Rambam-

Rabad, originally accommodated by the additional third pit, the bor
hashaka.25 Given Hazon Ish's view, it is impossible to construct a mikve
in accord with every halakhc opinion. Hazon Ish and Shak stand in a
relation of mutual exclusivity.

It may be objected that since Hazon Ish died in 195 3-relatively
recently in the long history of mikve design-any mikve design based on
his views is a curio, of limited historical import. The opposite is the
case. The mutual exclusivity raised by Hazon Ish did not occur earlier
because three-pit mikvaJot were not built before 1900. Even before
then, however, Hazon Ish's concern was addressed in principle by Divrei Hayyim and others. Further, a different mikve design, used in Jerusalem around 1900, yielded a different halakhic mutual exclusivity.26
Without insisting on an immediate correlation between new halakhic

methods of mikve design and new examples of mutual exclusivity in the
laws of mikve, we may generalize: whatever the method of design, it
sooner or later leads to a mutual exclusivity. While the natural spring is

inherently free of all mutual exclusivities, even its use can generate a
mutual exclusivity. A common way to obviate the dangers and discom.
forts of immersion in a natural spring is to reconfigure the spring in a
14
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mikve-like fashion by lowering a perforated tub into the spring, filling it
with warm water (sheJu"Pim, rendered kosher by the spring through

hashaka), then immersing in the tub. While the kashrut of such an
immersion derives from the spring, the immersion takes place physically
in the tub, and halakhic considerations in the construction and perfora-

tion of this tub entail a mutual exc1usivity.27 No matter the historical
period, there was no perfect mikve.

B. DEEP STRUCTURE:
THE REDUCTION OF COMMUNAL CONFICT
Here is how the laws of mikve shape social reality, how their mutual

exclusivity reduces communal conflct. A universal temptation in the
religious life is self.righteousness. This expresses itself in halakhic Judaism through the lording of one's punctilious observance over another

Jew. On the one hand, punctilous observance is a prime measure of

piety, a tye of religious devotion set forth by the Torah as an ideal. On
the other hand, punctilious observance is subject to piety's perversion:
self-righteousness. "My etrog is more me-huddar or acceptable than
yours." "Unlike you, I eat only glatt kosher meat." "My tefftlin (phylacteries) are made from gassot (the preferable hides of large kosher

species), not, like yours, from dakkot (the hides of small kosher
species)." "I wait 72 minutes, not your 42 minutes, after the conclusion
of Shabbat before doing work." "I pray Shemone Esrei longer than
you." "I use oil, not mere wax candles, for the Shabbat lights." "I wear

larger tsitsit than yours." "I don't make do with mezonot for shalosh
seJudot, I 'wash for bread.'" "I eat matsa shemura all of Passover, not
just for the seder." "I remain awake the entire night of Shavuot studying
Torah, not just an hour or two." On and on. Such self-righteousness is
possible because stringencies in all these rituals are linear. One stringency adds to another. It is possible to be unequivocally superior in
one's form of observance. This is facilitated precisely by the absence of
any requirement that every stringency be fulfiled. Since there is a relatively limited number of stringencies, it is possible to identify oneself as
fulfiling them.
In the laws of mik"Pe, however, stringencies cancel one another.

This structure blunts religious boastfulness and thus dilutes the poten.
tial for conflct. One simply cannot claim an absolutely superior mikve.
This is accentuated precisely by the requirement in the laws of mikve
that every stringency be fulfilled. Since it is impossible to do this, the
15
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attempt to do so highlights mutual exclusivity in the laws of mik"Pe.

Therefore, the possibilties for self-righteousness about the ritual object
of mikl'e are radically reduced; humility, rather than superiority, is nurrighteousness is not eliminated, as some mikl'a/ot do fulfill
more halakc requirements than others, but no mik"Pe can claim perfection. The temptation to lord a mikl'c in one's community over a mikl'e
tured. Self.

in another community (or in another part of the same community) is
much reduced. The deep structure of the laws of mikl'e discourages

communal conflct. Halaka shapes social reality.
A fresh look at the halakhc detail of mikl'e brings new shape to
intellectual reality as well.

II. INTERDISCIPLINAR RESONANCE
A. AGGADA

Talmudic literature is traditionally classified as halakha and aggada.
Halaka is Divine law, aggada is . . . what? To distinguish between halakha and aggada is, at fist blush, without difficulty. Aggada is blatantly

homietical, halaka is literal.legal. In form, halaka and aggada are very
dissimiar. True, aggada is Divine knowledge and in ths sense indistinct
from halaka, but aggada, like other disciplines of Divine, Torah knowl.
edge, is sufficiently distinguished from halakha to have its own identity.

One may ask whether aggada, like human knowledge, can also be
reflected in halaka. The possibilty seems remote. Halakha is technical
and precise, whie aggada leaves much to the imagination. Aggada, for
example, wi discuss the location of the Garden of Eden, and the discussion will begin with the color of the sun. I condense and smooth out
the passage in Bal'a Batra 84a:
Is the sun red? There is brownish-red wheat and white wheat.
Etymologically, "brownish-red wheat" is related to "sun." The sun,
therefore, is red. Why, then, does it appear white during the day? Our
eyes are too weak to absorb the ful force of the sun's rays. Only when
they diminish somewhat at sunrise and sunset does the sun appear in its
tre color, red.

But this is only the opinion of R. Papa. It is objected that the sun is
white. Why, then, does it appear red at sunrise and sunset? At sunrise it
passes over the roses of the Garden of Eden, and reflects them; at sun.
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set it passes over the fires of Gehenna, and reflects them. Since the sun
rises in the east, the Garden of Eden is in the east.

This clearly is aggada, not halaka, whose exact definitions (of, for
example, mik"Pe volume) leave nothg to the imagination. The differ-

ence between aggada and halaka seems so compellng that the burden
of a student of the whole Talmud is to establish, in a predominantly legal
book, the authority of its aggadic literature. It takes the form of interpre.
legal verses in the Hebrew Bible, astrological observa.
tions, riddles, parables, anecdotes, narratives, exhortations, and maxms,
al of which may be fantastic, colorful, or bizarre. The substance of aggatations of non.

da consists of "historic narrative at a deeper level, perspectives on

Providence, human character, Exile and Redemption, the secrets of
God's relation to His world, and the character and destiny of IsraeL. "28

One might justify aggada by saying that halakha and aggada are
dichotomous in form but complementary in intent. "Halacha deals with
the law; agadah with the meaning of the law. "29 One might say that

halakha and aggada are contingently dichotomous, with aggada reflecting a level of mystical truth not found in halakha-but only now.
Halaka contains aggada's truth potentially, and ths potential is actualized "the closer the Light of Messiah comes. "30 One might draw the
relationship between halakha and aggada more integrally, observing
that aggada formulates, supports, or exemplifies Jewish philosophical,

philological or ethical teachings, all of which sometimes interweave with

halakhic texts.a1 One might even take halakha metaphorically as a
source of aggadic insights, or aggada metaphorically as a source of
halakc conclusions.

32

In the laws of mikve, one may do more.
One may observe an interweaving of halaka and aggada so inextrcable that aggada is more than a mystical, instrumental, or metaphorical expression of halaka. In the laws of mik"Pe, aggada becomes hala.

kha, and vice-versa. The authority of one is the authority of the other.
Aggada and halaka are different threads in one texture, now imagina.
rive, now legalistic, much as light is one, now corpuscular, now wavular.

Put before aggada, halakha's prism becomes transparent, a pane of
glass. Let us return to the location of

the Garden of

Eden.

Unle the aggada in Bava Batra, which locates the Garden in the
east, an aggada in Bekhorot locates it the west. With this change, aggadic

discussion takes a surprising turn. The context is the source of the
world's water. "And a river goes out of Eden, to water the garden; and

from there it divides into four headwaters. The name of the first is
17
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Pishon . . . And the name of the second river is Gihon . . . And the name

of the third river is Hidekel . . . And the fourth river is Perat
(Euphrates)" (Genesis 2:10.15). Talmudic exegesis derives from the
Hebrew phraseology in Genesis the predominance of the Euphrates. It is
the source of the other thee rivers; they, in turn, are the source of all the

world's water. In other words, the Euphrates is the world's water source.
Why is it named Perat? Talmud answers: Because it is "fruitf and multi-

plying" (peru u-rcpu)-self-generating, deriving its waters from natural
sprigs in the earth, not from clouds above. Suddenly, the Talmud inter.

jects, "Let us say that ths description of the Euphrates supports the view
of Shmuel"-the halakc view of Shmuel.33 The aggadic discussion of

the source of the world's water shapes the halakc discussion of the sta~
tus of rivers. Aggada has straightforwardly legal ramifications. Halaka

asks: whence the major source of river water, from the heavens above or
the springs below? If from springs in the earth, a river is a maJayan and
its flowing waters are fit for immersion. If from rainwater, a river's flowing waters are not fit for immersion; they must be gathered in a mikve.34
Let us say that ths description of the Euphrates supports the view of

ShmueL. Shmuel maintains that the major source of river water is natural
springs.35 Thus, in the absence of a mik"Pe, a river may be used for
immersion. Often in Jewish history a mikve was unavailable and a river
was used-al based on ShmueL. Seemingly an unequivocaly aggadic dis.

cussion about the world's water source, originating in the Garden of
Eden, becomes part and parcel of a halakic discussion about whether
one may immerse in a river. Aggada is halaka.

And vice-versa. The halakc discussion in Bekhorot about the status
of a river takes a surprising turn, resummorung the discussion of the loca.
tion of the Garden of Eden. Shmuel is disputed by Rav, who maintains

that the major source of river water is rain. Rav puts it ths way: "When it
rains in Palestine, the Euphrates gives weighty testimony." (When it rains
in Palestine, the Euphrates in Babylonia swells.) This means that the
Euphrates flows eastward, from Palestine to Babylonia. Since, according

to Genesis, the Euphrates originates in the Garden of Eden, the Garden
must be in Palestine, i.e., vis-a.vis Babylonia, in the west--ontrary to
Bava Batra. And if the Garden is in the west (Palestine), while the sun
rises in the east (Babylonia), how can the sun at sunrise reflect the roses
of the Garden? Conversely, if the sun sets in the west-the location of the
Garden-how can the sun at sunset reflect the fires of Gehenna? An
aggadic probleml36 It stems from Rav's halakhc analysis of the status of
the Euphrates. Seemingly an unequivocally halakc discussion about the
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Euphrates becomes part and parcel of an aggadic discussion about the
location of the Garden of

Eden. Halaka is aggada.

Although the unification of halakha and aggada in the laws of
mik"Pe casts a penetrating light on the Talmud as an integrated whole,
unity does not exhaust the role of aggada in these laws, just as it does
not exhaust the role of aggada in the Talmud. More familar aggadic
roles find ample place in the laws of mikve. Beginning with the word
itself, mikve connotes not only a purifYng pool but also "hope"-the
ultimate hope, God Himself. He is "the hope of Israel, Mikve Yisrael";

in tun, mik"Pe/hope/God stands in apposition to a common metaphor
"living waters, mayyim hayyim."37 The laws of
mikve become a natural metaphor for spiritual ascent toward God, a
rich source of aggadic possibilty. One such possibilty is a law of mikve
that may serve as a metaphor for the Jewish soul. The law states:
for ma)aya~a source of

An empty pit was near a natural spring that dred up in the summer. The

empty pit was filled with she'uvim, which seeped underground and then
filled the dr spring. It becomes kosher, as ifit were a natural spring.38

Puzzling indeed. She'uvim are never kosher. It should make no differ.
ence whether they find themselves in an empty pit or an empty spring.
Neither pit should be kosher. How can a spring fied with she'uvim be

kosher? There are essentialy three explanations. This is one: although a
spring in hot summer may turn completely dry, the soil beneath does
not. It retains some spring water. Otherwise, the spring would not rejuvenate after the hot spell passed. Now, a mikve needs a minimum of 40
se'a in order for tap water that is added to it to be "seeded," rendered
kosher. A natual spring, however, needs no minimum quantity for ths
purose. The smallest qu~tity of spring water can purify any quantity of
she'u"Pim.39 In our case, as the she'uvim are poured into the empty pit

and then seep underground, they touch the water beneath the spring.

The tiniest quantity of spring water, even underground, renders any
amount of she'uvim kosher. As the she'u"Pim, added to the empty pit,

seek their own level in the nearby pit of the dried up spring, the pit
becomes kosher. The tiest quantity of spring water purifies the whole.40

A metaphor for the Jewish soul! The largest transgressor retains at

least the tiniest sensitivity to holiness, which is capable of rendering
kosher al of the impure influences besetting him, no matter their quan.
holiness can purify the whole.
Thus, the laws of mikve are susceptible to a range of aggadic roles.

tity. One spark of
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These laws can be taken metaphorically as a source of aggadic insight,

as, indeed, they are taken as metaphors for al tyes of spiritual ascent,
including prayer, Torah study, repentance, tyes of Torah scholarship,

inner purification and perfection, countering one's evi urge, and right.

ing one's place in the cosmos.41 And the laws of mikvc can be more,
showig that halaka and aggada can be one. The prism between them

allows the light of either to pass to the other unrefracted.

B. QUANTUM MECHAICS
The prism between halaka and human knowledge is refractive, with
richer implications for a philosophy of halaka. Like seminal scientific

discoveries before it, quantum mechanics reshaped philosophy. However, no previous scientific discovery, not even Einsteinian relativity,
described a realty so radically at variance with the way people actually
experience the world. Newtonian physics, for example, was awesome in

its description of the whole universe, but it described the world in its
parts the way people notice the world around them. A straight line proceeded from Newton to phiosophy with the phiosophy clear because
the physics was clear. At least in theory, Newtonian physics unambiguously reshaped philosophy by, for example, undermining freedom of
choice. If one could know the position and velocity of all of the objects
in the universe, one could calculate their future position and velocity.

Individual decision made no difference since position and velocity were,

in principle, simultaneously ascertainable. But under the uncertainty
principle of quantum mechanics, it is impossible simultaneously to
know the position and velocity of even a single subatomic particle, let
alone of everything in the universe. No straight line proceeds from
quantum mechanics to philosophy because the physics describes a reali-

ty utterly unlike the way people experience the world around them.
Quantum mechanics is a bizarre construct of uncertainties, probabil.
ties, observer participation, wave.

particle duality, and "action at a dis.

tance.)) Quantum mechanics has become heavily laden with metaphor,
for it cannot be precisely measured or described, and is pictured in any
fashion one likes. The most familiar offender is the Bohr atom-neutrons and protons circled by orbits of electrons-a model that is mIs.
leading at best.42 Because the most sophisticated physics in history is, in
essence, a mystery, it can be used to legitimate almost any other mystery. It may be, and has become, a metaphor for almost anything.
Methodological difficulties in the philosophical or spiritual use of

quantum mechanics are reduced to the extent that it is denuded of
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metaphor. This seems difficult. If quantum mechancs describes a physical reality, its use in a spiritual context seems to require metaphor,43 at
least as intensely as natue or nation buiding are given to neoclassical
and Romantic conceptions. However, uniquely among spiritual con.

texts, the laws of mik"Pe reduce the metaphorical use of quantum
mechanics, since the laws of mikve are simultaneously spiritual and
physical. Mikve effectuates purity-a spiritual reality-though special

combinations of water and earth-a physical reality. Laws of mikve have

a physical basis, deriving or losing their spiritual effcacy strctly on the
basis of physical considerations. If, for example, one immerses in a vessel rather than the earth, or in sheJuvim rather than untouched rainwa-

ter, it ls strctly the changes in earth and water that remove the water's
spiri tual effcacy. What is more, a unit of measure in some laws of mik"Pe

is the molecule-a critical point, since the molecule is central in the
concept of "identicality," and identicalty is the concept in both classical
and quantum physics that is reflected in the laws of mikve. The most

rigorous, albeit theoretical, ilustration of the molecule as a basic unit of
analysis in the laws of mik"Pe is the "unified field theory" of the Vilna

Gaon. The most appropriate practical ilustration of the same point is
hashaka. A physical description of hashaka shows how identicality in
both classical and quantum mechanics is reflected in the laws of mik"Pe.44

VILNA GAON'S "UNIFIED FIELD THEORY"
OF THE LAWS OF MIKVE
Almost like a mathematical equation, a brief comment by the Vilna
Gaon (1720-1797), building on an earlier, still briefer comment by
Rivash (1326-1407), unifies the laws of mikve. With his comment, the
Vilna Gaon reveals no new laws nor modifies present ones; he uncovers
linkages and logic in what otherwise might seem to be unrelated regulathe Vilna Gaon's comment is a better understanding of why a mik"Pe is disqualified if it leaks, and why a maJayan is not
tions. The upshot of

disqualified if it leaks. With ths new understanding, the Vilna Gaon
identifies a single molecule of water as a unit of halakic analysis.
The laws of mikve subdivide into two basic sets, mikve and maJayan; the laws of each, in turn, subdivide in two. A mik"Pe (a) requires a

minimum of 40 seJa and (b) is disqualified by zohalin, which is mikve
water that "flows" or leaks, no longer "gathered" in one place. In double contrast, a maJayan (a) does not require 40 seJa, and (b) is not disqualified if it overflows its boundaries or if it leaks.
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The Vilna Gaon unifies the two sets of laws, expressing one in
terms of the other, based on a unification of the two basic laws withn
each set. The Gaon's achievement derives from his explanation of one
disqualification of a mikl'e that, before his comment (certainly before

Rivash's), seemed inessential to the fundamental laws of mikl'e. The
Gaon's focus is ketafres. Taharot 8:9 states: " . . . ketafres. . . does not
create hibbur ('connection')-does not effectuate purity. . . ." Ketafres
is generally defined as a mountainous slope with rainwater running
down it.4s Take a slope with three pools of rainwater, the upper pool
containig 20 seJa, the middle containing 40 seJa (a kosher mikl'e), and
the lower containing 20 seJa. Ranwater flows over all three pits. Since
the water is ketafre.fflowing on a slope-there is no hibbur ("connec-

tion") between the middle mikl'e of 40 seJa and the pits above and
below it. Since neither pit is connected to the middle, kosher one, an
object immersed in the upper or lower pit is not purified.46

Why should ths be so? Water flowing horizontaly between, say, a
bor hashaka and an immersion pool of at least 40 seJa of sheJu"Pim vali-

dates the immersion pooL. Why should the same not hold true for water
running down a slope? What, precisely, disqualifies ketafres? RIvash

answers: Water flowing horizontally does not really flow; it rests. It is
"stilL. "47 On a flat, horizontal plane, water that links, say, a bor hashaka
and an immersion pool is at rest, just as a mikl'e, by definition, is kosher
water at rest. Ketafres, on the other hand, is not at rest; it flows. As such,

it is, in the language of Taharot, resistant to hibbur. Ketafres and hibbur
are mutualy exclusive. To al ths RIvash adds: zohalin, water that flows

or leak out of a mikl'e and thus disqualfies it, is a form of ketafres.48
The Vilna Gaon extends the logic inherent in Rivash's brief comment on the mikve to the maJayan.49 The Gaon reconceptualizes and

unifies all four fundamental laws of mikl'e. Unfolded, the Gaon's brief
comment is twofold:
1. If, as RIvash says, zohalin is a form of ketafres, then ketafres disqualifies only a mikpe, since only a mikpe is disqualified by zohalin.

Because zohalin is a form of ketafres, and because kctafrcs does not
effectuate hibbur, then zohalin undermines the mikpe's fundamental

requirement of hibbur-0 seJa of kosher water continuously in a state
of connection with itself. In effect, when a mik"Pe is leakng, there is no

40 scJa, and, of course, a mikve without 40 scJa is not kosher. In
halakhic shorthand: zohalin from a mikl'c = deficiency in 40 seJa.

2. Because zohalin does not effectuate hibbur but nonetheless is
kosher when flowing from a maJayan, the requirement of hibbur does
not apply to a maJayan. Because no unit of maJayan water needs to be
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connected (me-hubbar) to another, each unit of water, no matter how
smal, constitutes its own valid maJayan! A leak-zohalin-cannot disqualify a ma/ayan because each unit of the "leak" (and of the spring
itself) is independently a valid maJayan. In halakhc shorthand: zohalin
from a maJayan = no deficiency in 40 seJa.
The Vilna Gaon'stwofold comment yields equations:
1. Mikve. To say that zohalin undermines 40 se'a is to understand

the two fundamental laws of mikve in terms of each other. Each is a
function of the other. On the one hand: if an otherwise valid mikve of

40 seJa leaks, it lacks the connectedness (hibbur) that constitutes the
requirement of 40 seJa. On the other hand: If a mikve is valid, having
50
hibbur, it perforce consists of 40 seJa that do not leak.

2. MaJayan. To say that zohalin, as a form of ketafres, does not
effectuate hibbur but still is kosher in a maJayan, and that the smallest
quantity of maJayan water has no hibbur but sti is kosher, is to state
laws of maJayan in terms of each other. Each is a
the two fundamental

function of the other. On the one hand: if zohalin does not disqualify a

maJayan, each unit of flowing water constitutes its own valid maJayan.
On the other hand: if a maJayan requires no minimum measure, water
that flows from a maJayan cannot disqualify it, for each unit of flowing
water is its own measure of a valid maJayan.
the laws ofmik"Pe. The fundamental laws of mikve and maJayan may now be understood in terms of each
other: because the requirement that a mikve consist of 40 seJa is actually
3. Mik"Pe.and-maJayan: unity of

a requirement of hibbur, then zohalin-which is ketafres-which is lack
water of a maJayan
is its own independent hibbur, then zohalin, which is ketafres, which is
of hibbu~squalifìes a mik"Pe; because each unit of

lack of hibbur, cannot disqualify a maJayan. In halakhic shorthand:
mik"Pe = hibbur of 40 seJa; maJayan = no need for hibbur of 40 seJa.51

In other words, the smallest unit of water-a single molecule-is a
unit of spiritual efficacy and halakhic analysis in the laws of mikve. I
term the Vilna Gaon's ilustration of the point theoretical because the
immersion of an impure object in a maJayan (or mikve) is valid only if
52 A single molecule of water,

the object is submerged in its entirety.

which is smaller than a molecule of any substance subject to ritual impurity, cannot entirely surround any pertinent substance and thus cannot
purify it. Further, a single molecule of water might exist as such only in
its gaseous state, not connected to the ground, thus unable to effectuate

purity. Nonetheless, the Vilna Gaon's unification of the laws of the
mik-ve, under which the molecule becomes a unit of halakc analysis,
sets the stage for the reflection of identicality in the laws of mik"Pe.
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GIBBS' PAROX, IDENTICALITY, AND HASHA
Hashaka is "kissing," the opening of an aperture linkng a valid mik'Pe, a
bor hashaka, to an invalid immersion pool of she:Ju'Pim. With hashaka,

the valid mik'Pe renders the invalid pool a kosher mik'Pe. Physicaly, how-

ever, what happens? Since the aperture between the two pools needs to
be no more than the width of a waterskin's spout (shefóferet ha-nod,
water from

about two to three inches in diameter), there is little flow of

the bor hashaka to the immersion pooL. Further, though the required

minimum diameter of the aperture is small, one authority holds that the
actual flow of water from the bor hashaka to the immersion pool may be
much smaler. Indeed, the flow may be so smal that it need only moist-

en a finger sufficiently so that it, in turn, may moisten something else
(tofah at menat te-hatpi:Jah).53 Physically, little or nothng seems to hap-

pen. Spiritually, however, the immersion pool is transformed totally. It
becomes a kosher mikve. Hashaka appears to be almost a mystical con.
cept; the laws of mik"Pe seem to have no physical basis. The so-called
Gibbs Paradox proves otherwise.
J. Wilard Gibbs (1839-1903) asked: if one divides two different

gases with an impermeable membrane, and if the gases on each side
of

the membrane occupy the same volume at the same pressure and tem-

perature, is there an increase in entropy when the membrane is removed?

Entropy, or disorder, is measured by how much energy is required to
restore the two gases to their original state; that is, to reverse the mixtue. Since ths reversal is possible, entropy did increase with the removal

of the membrane. Now, say that a single gas, not two different gases, is
divided by an impermeable membrane, again with volume, pressure,
temperatue the same on both sides. We may say that the gas on either

side of the membrane is identical with the gas on the other side. When
the membrane is removed, is there an increase in entropy? Paradoxicaly,

no, since there is no way to reverse the process. There is no way to "tag"
any molecule on either side, thus to follow its trajectory and be able to
reverse it.

54 There should be an increase in entropy, but there is not. This

is Gibbs' Paradox. As one Gibbs interpreter put it, the question of
counting the configurations of the identical particles comes to the fore.
As Gibbs wrote in his advanced consideration of identicalty:
If two phases (conditions with respect to configuation and velocity)

differ only in that certain entirely similar partcles have changed place
with one another, are they to be regarded as identical or different phases?
If the parcles are regarded as indistinguishable, it seems in accordance
with the spirit of

the statistical method to regard the phases as identical.55
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cules of

It is therefore indeterminate-and irrelevant-how many molethe membrane do, in fact, inter.
the same gas on either side of

mix ("change place") when the membrane is removed. All that is
important is that there absolutely is a change-molecules do intermixand there absolutely is no change-the interming of molecules does
not increase the entropy. The "new" state is not reversible because the
particles, both before and after the removal of the membrane, are "en.
tirely simiar. "56

Precisely hashaka! The bor hashaka and the immersion pool con.
tain a single substance, water, at first separated by an impermeable cov-

ering. With the removal of the covering, the molecules of the two pools

"connect" or "mix" -there absolutely is a change, which renders the
immersion pool kosher-and in another sense there absolutely is no
change. With hashaka, as with Gibbs' Paradox, by which there is no
increase in entropy with the removal of an impermeable membrane, it is
indeterminate and irrelevant how many molecules from the bor hashaka

kiss the immersion pool in order for hashaka to be efficacious.
Irreversibilty, the heart of Gibbs' Paradox, means simultaneously that a
change overcomes the system and that the precise measure of this
change is not ascertainable. Hashaka exactly: the bor hashaka changes
the immersion pool from non.kosher to kosher, but the extent of the
"kiss" is not ascertainable. In principle, however the structure of liquid
water is to be understood, the kiss is efficacious even if no more than a

single molecule of a water-molecule aggregate in the bor hashaka touch.

es the immersion pool, in line with the analysis of the Vilna Gaon.
Identicality is reflected in hashaka.
This reflection of classical physics in the laws of mik'Ve gives way to

a stil deeper understanding of the physical basis of the laws of mik'Ve

when they serve as a prism for quantum mechanics.

THE BLACKBODY EFFCT AND HASHA
The earliest understanding of quanta is that of Max Planck (18581947), who in 1900 explained the "blackbody effect." A blackbody is
an enclosed sphere or tube with a small hole. As a blackbody is heated,
radiation is emitted through the small hole. Classical physics would

have the radiation's frequency and energy increase in proportion to
temperature. The higher the blackbody's heat, the higher the frequency
of emitted radiation, until the radiation goes off the visible spectrum,

yielding the "ultraviolet catastrophe. "57 However, the predicted cata-
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radiation should always have an

strophe does not occur. "A cavity ful of

infinite amount of energy at the shortest wavelengths," but, in fact,
"there is always a cutoff at very short wavelengths." Then, as frequency
rises still higher (wavelengths get still shorter), there is "a fallng away
to zero energy at zero wavelength. "58

Planck explained the blackbody effect by using the statistical
approach to the second law of thermodynamics of Ludwig Boltzmann
(1844-1906). This approach states that natural processes always move
toward an increase of disorder, or that entropy always increases.

Boltzman showed that ths is not necessarily so. There is a probability,

however remote, that the random movement of, say, air molecules
could result in increased order-all air molecules concentrating in the

corners of a room, for example. "Boltzmann's statistical approach to
thermodynamics involved cutting energy up into chunks, mathematical-

ly, and treating the chunks as real quantities that could be handled by
the probabilty equations."59 Using Boltzmann's statistical version of
thermodynamics in his calculations of the blackbody spectrum, Planck
found that his calculations explained the spectrum. Energy emitted
from the blackbody is not, as classically thought, a continuous flow of
energy. There is no "equipartition." Instead, the emitted energy comes
in "pieces" or "packets"--uanta.
. . . electrc oscillators inside the atom could only emit or absorb energy
in lumps of a certain size, called quanta. Instead of dividing the available amount of energy up in an infinite number of ways, it could only

be divided into a finite number of pieces among the resonators . . . It is
easy to see how this resolves the ultra-violet catastrophe. For very high

frequencies, the energy needed to emit one quantum of radiation is
very large, and only a few of the oscilators wil have this much energy
(in accordance with the statistical equations) so only a few high-energy
quanta are emitted. At very low frequencies (long wavelengths), very

many low-energy quanta are emitted, but they each have so little energy that even added together they don't amount to much. Only in the

middle range of frequencies are there plenty of oscilators that have
enough energy to emit radiation in moderate-sized lumps, which add
together to produce the peak in the blackbody curve.60

Now, these "oscilators" or "resonators" operate as described only
if they manifest (1) equality and (2) indistinguishabilty. The two together comprise "identicality." Boltzmann's view "contained (1) but
not (2); his particles are perfectly equal in their innate properties but
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still distinguishable in the sense of each having a distinct trajectory."61

In Planck's method of subdividing the available lumps of energy in the
blackbody and then adding them up to account for the total emitted

energy, he did not distinguish the resonators. Planck used indistinguishabilty, "which is the core of the principle of identicality and leads
to the combinatorial factors essential to the final form of the blackbody
distribution. "62 About his novel counting of the complexions in the
radiation field of the blackbody, Planck wrote, "Since elementary disor.
der and lack of any detailed control belongs to the essence of entropy,

only combinatorial or probabilstic considerations can provide the necessary basis for its calculations. "63

We may now express the physical basis of hashaka on the level of
quantum physics. In ths, we observe a continuity between the considthe molecular and the subatomic worlds. Just as entiely similar particles that change place with one another are to be regarded as
identical phases, so the forces ("resonators" or "oscillators") inside an
eration of

atom that control how much energy the atom emits or absorbs are
equal and indistinguishable. Therefore, hashaka, under which it is inde.
terminate and irrelevant how many molecules from a bor hashaka kiss an
immersion pool for hashaka to yield its "energy" (its power to render
an immersion pool kosher), is analogous to forces at work within the
atom, not just to whole atoms or molecules. Quantum physics, not just
classical physics, is reflected in hashaka.

Under another principle of quantum mechanics, "action at a distance," the reflection of physics in hashaka becomes complete. In an
attempt to disprove the uncertainty principle, by which both position

and velocity are not simultaneously ascertainable, Einstein and two
other physicists devised a thought experiment, the "EPR Paradox" or
"action at a distance" (acausality). The physics here would take us far
afield; suffice the conclusion that the measure of either the position or

the velocity of a single particle may affect another, distant particle,
though it has no physical contact with the first.
The measurements we make on a particle here affect its partner there,
in violation of causality, an instantaneous "communication" traveling
across space, something called "action at a distance. "64

And so, we have an analogue to hashaka. With the removal of the
covering at the aperture between the boy hashaka and the immersion

pool, the entire immersion pool is rendered kosher. Hashaka communicates a message from the intersecting point of the boy hashaka and the
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immersion pool to al the water in the immersion pooL. Hashaka is a

form of action at a distance, in violation of causality. True, there are no

measurements per se made on the water "here," at the aperture, that
affect the water "there," elsewhere in the mikl1e, beyond the physical

impact of the kissing waters at the critical intersection. There are no
measurements because the molecules of water to be measured fall under

the principle of identicality. They are "entirely similar"; one cannot
specificaly identifY a given molecule as deriving from the bor hashaka.
Even if it were possible to tag a molecule in the bor hashaka by colorig
it in advance of the opening of the aperture, and then, after the opening, to trace the molecule's trajectory-thus to measure it and know the

precise response among other, distant molecules in the immersion
pool-the laws of mikl1e would forbid ths. Only water, not water with a
dye added to it, effectuates haskaka and constitutes a kosher mikl1e.65

Therefore, the message communicated by the water from the bor hasha.
ka to the entie immersion pool is a form of action at a distance. It is
spiritual "action at a distance," but spirituality with a physical basis.

Only with the "kissing" of the waters in the bor hashaka and in the immersion pool-a procedure subject to the physics of identicality-is the

kashrut of the bor hashaka communicated, instantaneously, throughout
the immersion pooL.
The reflection of "action at a distance" in the laws of mik"Pe is

accentuated by a halakc debate between Rabbeinu Tam (1096-1171)

and Ri (d. c. 1185).66 To Rabbeinu Tam, Talmudic sources alow a discrepancy between the size of the aperture linkng a bor hashaka to an
immersion pool, and the quantity of water flowing through the aperture
to validate the immersion pooL. To Rabbeinu Tam, the flow may be

smaler than the width of the aperture; indeed, the "flow" may be so
smal as to constitute but the barest moisture necessary for a person to

touch it, feel wet, and then touch somethng else so that it, too, feels the
wetness. Both Rabbeinu Tam and Ri agree that the aperture between
the two pools must be as wide as a waterskin spout (shefoferet ha-noá),

a discrepant, smaller flow of
water. It is as if Rabbeinu Tam reasons: since hashaka communicates
instantaneously from a very smal aperture to the furthest points of the
immersion pool, no matter how wide, what difference does it make how
but to Rabbeinu Tam the sources allow

much water flows though the aperture? Let the flow be absolutely mini.

mal, for it acts like action at a distance in any case. To Ri, a discrepancy
between the size of

the flow is troubling. In his read-

the aperture and of

ing, the sources do not alow for a discrepancy; the water must fi the
width of the aperature. Ri's reading, however, entais contradictions, so
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much so that he figuratively, and most atyicaly, thows up his hands. In
a gesture of ultimate defeat for a halakc dialectician, Ri wrtes that in
matters of purty, impurity, and hashaka, one has no recourse but to take
the sources as tradition; they yield to no apprehensible logic.67 It is as if

Ri reasons: what is the Torah's point in insisting on an aperture with a
minimum diameter if the flow of water though it may be immeasurably
smaler? Let the flow fi the apertue. It is as if Ri wonders about a tiny
hashaka flow as Einstein wonders about action at a distance-it is unrea-

sonable. In the end, however, while Ri's view of the quantity of the
hashaka flow is accepted as normative (water must fill the width of the
apertue68), Rabbeinu Tam's authorization of a far smaller flow does not
create a quandary-it merely accentuates a preexistent one. Whatever the

quantity of water flowing through the aperture, it does not reach most
of the immersion pool-indeed, it reaches almost none of it. Acausal, the
the bor hashaka thoughout the immersion pool is like action at a distance. Quannim physics is

instantaneous communication of

the valdity of

reflected in the laws of mikve.

III. A PHILOSOPHY OF HAAK
Physics is but one of the disciplines of human knowledge for which the
laws of mikve are prismatic. Aggada is but one of the disciplines of
Divine knowledge with which halakha constitutes a unity. Conflict is
but one social realty shaped in part by the laws of mikve. The laws of

mikve are but one area of halaka that reflects human knowledge. Thus,
future inquiry in the spirit of ths exploration is unlmited. But even to
limit the inquiry to the laws of mik"Pe will stretch intellectual limits.

Additional perspectives on the laws of mikve, such as the literary techniques in Tractate Mikva'ot, the chemistry of mik"Pe concrete, and the

tyes of ancient mikve construction, test accepted truths in (respectively) deconstruction, nuclear power plant construction, and archaeology.

Another social reality-demography-tests the impact of mik"Pe use, and
of the tye of mik"Pe in use, on the size of Jewish population. And then,

if we do not limit future inquiry to the laws of mikve-which we need
not do, since even ths unlely area of halaka shapes social reality and

reflects human and Divine knowledge-the interdisciplinary exploration
of halakha's civil, criminal, and ceremonial laws wil yield panoramas of

insight. The "small letters" of halakha, precisely for their minute subtleties and enormous quantity, contain the potential to iluminate vast
expanses of knowledge. However, it is already possible on the basis of
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the laws of mikl'e to erect the scaffolding for a phiosophy of halaka, to

formulate a "new world view out of the sources of halakha." With the
laws of mikl'e explicated and their service as a prism of knowledge
demonstrated, it is already clear that halaka stands in relation to the
entirety of knowledge, human and Divine. Already now, it is possible to
use the mikl'e data paradigmatically to address abstract issues and for-

mulate comprehensive concepts-to outlne a phiosophy of halaka.

Halaka consists of "small letters," minutely detailed instructions

and exceedigly fine distinctions, such as zeria vs. hashaka, she'upim in
an empty pit vs. she'upim in a dry spring, or zohalin that effectuates hibbur vs. zohalin that does not. The premise of the small letters of halaka

is that God is found in them-that He revealed them and reveals Himself through their study and observance. Now, the human mind glories
in discovering its own instructions and devising its own distinctions.
How, then, are Divine knowledge, such as hashaka, and human knowledge, such as action at a distance, to be compared? On the basis of one

of the following premises: God and man-the spiritual and the human
realms-are divided by a chasm, which, if traversed at all, will then but

graze man's spirit; or, to the contrary, God and man, each in His/his
own small letters of theological and anthropological teaching, profoundly interrelate.
It is the second premise that is true, for it is more than metaphor.

Everytng true that the human mind devises is reflected either methodologically or axiologically in God's law (halaka), exemplified by the
laws of mikpe. The relation between the Divine mind and the human
mind is reflective, not predictive. One who studies halaka predictivelyone who purorts to discover quantum mechanics by studying hashaka,

for example-denudes halakha of its Divine character, its absolute and
immutable truth, for all human knowledge is in flux. Even science is in
flux. Quantum mechanics, which touches the fundamental nature of the
universe, radicaly alters much of the science that preceded it. Who is to
say that the science of the future will not radically alter quantum
mechanics? This does not mean that human knowledge is without its
truths, but that each discipline of human knowledge is larger than its
truths, for each discipline is in flux. Newton's calculus remains-it is
the physical universe in which calculus is put to use differs radically from the Newtonian view of the uni.
verse. Similarly, the explanation of quanta derived from the blackbody
true-but the present conception of

effect wil remain-it is true-but the future conception of the universe,

in which the blackbody data wi be put to use, may differ markedly from

the present conception. Disciplines of knowledge change, despite the
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truths they yield. It is these truths that are reflected in halaka, these
that ease the chasm between the spiritual and the human realms.

Nonetheless, one who studies halaka predictively-to discover
truths in human knowledge-cannot distinguish between human know-

ledge's truths and its contingencies. The student who only studies halaka lacks criteria withn human knowledge to judge its validity, while
the student of human knowledge who tests and refines his findings by

the criteria of human knowledge may then set them against the Divine
standard, halaka. He may determine whether his findigs are method-

ologically or axiologically reflected in halakha. Methodologically, the
student who refines his knowledge of Newtonian physics with quantum
mechanics may set his findings against hashaka. Axiologically, the student who refines his knowledge of Freudianism with psychologies of

inner freedom may set his findings against the process of halakc adjudication. To the extent that human knowledge is reflected in halaka,

ths knowledge approaches truth. As Divine knowledge, halaka serves
as the absolute, sovereign standard, reflecting or deflecting human
knowledge. Reflection is a test of the truth of human knowledge, deflec-

tion a measure of its untruth. One who studies halakha reflectively

retais halaka's Divine character. This is halakha's first strength: prismatic, not predictive, halakha does not undermine itself.
Halakha's related, second strength is its sanction of the search for
human knowledge. Whle imposing absolute rules of moral, ethcal, and

ritual conduct, halaka leaves to the human mind the free play of its
creativity. The pursuit of human knowledge is sanctioned by halaka ex

human knowledge were ilegitimate, halakha would have contained ths knowledge itsel£ This knowl-

silentio: if, under halaka, the pursuit of

edge would have been as accessible as any other area within halakha.

Certain areas of halakha do border on what we term human knowledge

(the psychology of Musar, for example). To the extent that halakha
does contain that which resembles human knowledge, ths is God's way

of communicating a pivotal point: ths area of knowledge is too important to be left to human creativity. It is needed both immediately and

absolutely. Were other areas of human knowledge deemed by God to
have been as indispensable as that which halakha teaches, halakha would

have contained them, too. Halakha would have provided the absolute
what we term human knowledge. But God left areas of
knowledge open to the human mind (for example, the relation between
God and water in the generation of purity). God created human digni.
formulations of

ty, subsuming under it the power to wrestle with all knowledge, human

and Divine. He granted to the cosmos a unique dispensation: the
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human abilty to discover and ultimately to connect his discoveries to
those of revealed Divine knowledge, halakha. By His love and grace,
God issued halaka as the absolute measure of all human attempts to
devise knowledge; equally, by His love and grace, God endowed the

human being with the capabilty and curiosity to make these attempts.
The human mind freely creates; halaka prismatically confirms the truly

reasoned results of ths act of human dignity.
Taken as both revelation and a prism of human knowledge, hala-

kha modifies a thee-part tyology of fath: the single faith theory of the
rationalist tye, the single faith theory of the revelational tye, and the
double fath theory. Halaka at once supports and undermines double

faith theory, according to which true faith and true reason are "equal
degrees of perfection"; that is, both revelation and reason yield truth
equally.69 Halakha supports double faith theory in this sense: when hala.

kha reflects human knowledge, halaka confirms the truths of human
reason and the Divine potential of human reasoning. In ths sense, rea.
son is a source of faith and halaka supports double faith theory. In
another sense, however, halakha undermines double faith theory. When

human knowledge is reflected in halaka, the truths of human reason
are confirmed as such only because halakha has already been revealedhashaka precedes quantum mechanics, immersion in a miklJe precedes
the relation between Shak's strngency and psychological reasoning on

issues of inner freedom. Logically and chronologically, halaka is prior

and true human knowledge posterior. Human reason may set forth, but
not establish, truth. In ths sense, reason is not an authority equal to

revelation; the perfection of reason is inferior to that of halakha. Halakha is required not just on the practical grounds delineated by double
faith theorists (the need, for example, for immediate access to truth, as
reason undertakes its customarily long search for truth). Halaka is sov.

ereign, confirming or confuting human reason, reflecting or deflecting
human knowledge.
It does not necessarily follow from halakha's status as a reflector of
human knowledge that the study of halaka and of human knowledge
are equal. To study halaka is to acquire Divine knowledge; to wresde

with human knowledge is possibly to acquire Divine knowledge. Human

knowledge requires constant refinement-sometimes centuries of
refinement-before it yields the Divine knowledge reflected in halaka.
Case in point: quantum physics' action at a distance, reflected in hasha.
ka. To study human knowledge is to risk futiity, and ths, in turn, is to
undermine the sincere seeker of truth. Can he genuinely believe in or
value Divine knowledge if he diverts his attention to other vineyards
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that may-or may not-yield Divine knowledge? Can he truly love God
if he diverts his attention from the laws of mikve to such disciplines as

physics and psychology, many of whose teachings are not reflected in
halakha? It seems unjustified to pursue the possible apprehension of
God when the alternative is the certain apprehension of God. What

seems required is personal zeal in the pursuit of Torah knowledge to
the exclusion of all other intellectual endeavors. Because only halakha
provides Divine knowledge and an unqualified sense of holiness attendant upon its pursuit, the study of anythng else raises questions about a
student's dedication to God. A spiritual calculus undermines the pursuit
of human knowledge.

However, the risk of futility in this pursuit may also justify it.
Precisely the risk of futiity constitutes the challenge, stimulates the in.
tellect, and enlivens the task. Risk spurs special creativity. And precisely

because halakc study both requires a creative mind and reflects true

human knowledge, creativity in halakc study sanctions parallel creativity in the study of its prismatic partner, human knowledge. Further, a
disjunction of expectation gives the quest for human knowledge a special religious flair. The emergence of Divine knowledge from the study

of halaka is to be expected; its emergence from the study of human
knowledge is a source of special delight and wonder. Its unexpected
locale heightens appreciation for the omnipresence of God.

Whch locale of creativity-halakc or human-should a student
attentive to the obligation of Torah study choose? The answer depends
on a student's individual dignity-a composite of his existential need,
personal background, and intellectual exposure, the preponderance of
which is rarely a matter of choice. One student's individual dignity may
require exclusive pursuit of halakha; another's, the pursuit of both

halakha and human knowledge. For one student, the likes of hashaka,
zeria, and she'uvim convey the presence of God, are self-validating and

utterly absorbing; while for another student, halakhc categories prompt
an insatiable curiosity for the whole range of human knowledge.
Subjectively, the one pursuit cannot be deemed superior to the

other, for the measure of the choice is the degree of integrity in the
decision. One student, if true to his dignity, will be satiated by the creative modes that constitute halakhic study; another student, by them
and by the free play of his personal creativity. Subjectively, in the pursuit
of human knowledge, individual dignity can accommodate religious sincerity. Objectively, however, the matter is different.

Neither the exclusive study of halaka nor its integration with the
study of human knowledge. may be deemed superior in this sense: both
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can yield Divine knowledge. In two other senses, however, the concen.
tration on halaka may be deemed superior. First, halakha is indispens-

able. Without it, the Divine quality in human knowledge cannot be
measured; without it, all human knowledge, even that which is reflected
in halakha, must appear contingent, at least against the perspective of

the change and development of knowledge. Second, the study of
halaka suffuses the pursuit of human knowledge with the perspective
and the experience of holiness. These integrate the search for Divine

knowledge into a total religious experience. Under halaka, intellection
acquires a spiritual trajectory and the intellect becomes a total personality. The halakc personality, gazing at an isolated mountain lake above

timberline, receives more than an intimate sense of the presence of
beauty or even of

God. He sees not only a thing of

holiness, but a vehi.

cle of purification: a valid miklJe. An instrument of intellectual-spiritual
apprehension. A category of Torah. Such a person takes the lake, even
its shimmering Divine glory, and makes it more than poetry, even more

than beatitude. He fixes that Divine presence. Makes it permanent.
Takes it beyond a transient mountain moment. The halakc personality
transforms this lake into a permanent perception of God, for that is
what halaka has made it.
Halakha is a cynosure, a common language. It reflects human

knowledge in its own true categories. It translates the terms of one
Torah discipline to another. Halakha is like a strnged instrument's sym-

pathetic vibration, absorbing and amplitying winds of unification withn
Jewish thought and withn the great human search. Like King David's
strummed lute awakening him at midnight to study Torah,7°
halaka gives power and projection, timbre and resonance, to Divine
knowledge.

wind.

NOTES
Abreviations: M.M. = Mikve Mayyim, by Y. Katz (Jerusalem, 1992).
M.T. = Mishne Torah
Y.D. = Shulhan Arukh, Yore De

(a

Note on Sources: sources on virtally all points in the laws of mikve are
voluminous. I limit citations to Shulhan Arukh and a few other sources. As a
rule, citations in Mikve Mayyim include extensive source references.
Debts and gratitude: earlier drafts of this exploration benefited from valu-

able comments by Zvi Gelt, my havruta in Hilkhot MikvaJot, and by Rabbis
Emanuel Feldman, Mordechai Gafni, and Joel Wolowelsky. I am also indebted
to Dr. Michael and Ruth Walton of Salt Lake City, who stimulated my interest
in Hilkhot Mikva)ot; to Rabbi Yirmiya Katz, for his answers to queries and especially for his Mikve Mayym, a penetrating distillation of principles and disputes
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in Hilkhot MikvaJot; to those who shared their knowledge of Hilkhot MikvaJot

with me, including Rabbis Yisroel Gornish (Brooklyn), 5hlomo Miler
(Toronto), Yechezkel Feldberger (Denver), and Yaakov Haber (Sydney); and
to Mark Stein and Prof. Ph~l Lecuyer, for instrction in physics.
1. This exploration does not touch the subject with which mikve ("ritual
bath") is usually, naturally and integrally associated: laws of family purity,

Hilkhot Nidda. The minor reason for this is that in Jewish spiritual history,
the mikve has had puroses other than the purification of the married menstrant at a prescribed time after the cessation of her uteral flow. These

purposes include conversion to Judaism, purification from non-nidda de.
filements, immersion of hands, of vessels, of certain penitents, and on Yom
Kippur eve. The major reason is that the mikve yields its own perspective,

independent of Hilkhot Nidda and other rituals. This perspective is protean, interdisciplinary, and intnnsically significant. Perhaps because mikve
has been most closely associated with the menstrant since the destrction

of the Second Temple, the mikve itself has gone almost unnoticed, except,

of course, in halakhic discourse. Manuals and apologia on Hilkhot Nidda
explore the significance of mikve for marriage while saying little or nothing
about the mikve itself. An exception is Areh Kaplan, Waters of Eden: The
Mystery of Mikvah (New York, 1976), pp. 49-60. A pioneering work on
the Jew (Oakland, 1930), pp.
mikve in English is David Miler, The Secret of

344-391,406-460.
2. John Seelye, Beautiful Machine: Rivers and the Republican Plan 1755-1825

(New York, 1991), p. 9.
3. Ibid.) pp. 6,8.
4. Ibid., p. 8.
5. Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik, The Halakhic Mind: An Essay on Jewish

Tradition and Modern Thought (New York, 1986), p. 102.
Rabbi Joseph B. 5010-

6. Eugene B. Borowitz, "The Typological Theology of

veitchik," Judaism (Spring, 1966), rpt. idem) A New Jewish Theology in the

Making (Philadelphia, 1968), p. 161.
7. Primo Levi, The Periodic Table (New York, 1984), pp. 24-25.
8. A well known example of corruption and conflict in kashrut is documented
in Abraham Karp, "New York Chooses a Chief Rabbi," in The Jewish Ex.
perience in America: Selected Studies from the Publications of the American
Jewish Historical Society, ed. Abraham Karp (Waltham and New York,
1969), voL. 4, pp. 135, 145, 153, and esp. 159-168, 171-178, and 181-

182. More broadly, see Harold P. Gastwrth, Fraud, Corruption and Holi.
ness: The Controversy Over Jewish Dietary Supervision in New York City,
1881-1940 (Port Washington, 1974). Still more broadly, a full bibliography would fill pages.
9. Torat Kohanim, Leviticus 11:36. In the eart: Y.D. 201:6, 7; in stone or

wood: Shakh, Y.D. 201:6, #21; in cement: R. Shimon Greenfield, Resp.
Maharshag (Tel Aviv, 1984), 1:65, 66, II:6, and R. Isaiah Karelitz, Hazon
Ish (Bnei Brak, 1962), YD. 123:1, both cited in M.M., p. 33. Fort se'a:
la, Nazir 38a, Pesahim
YD. 201:1, Avoda Zara 75b, Eruvin 4b, Hagiga 1

109b, Yoma 31a.

10. From the heavens: YD. 201:15, 34-46; see also 12, 14, 16,21-22,48,49,
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69-70; Torat Kohanim, Leviticus 11:36. A mikve, meeting all requirements
of quantity and location, may also consist entirely of melted snow, hail or
frost. None of these forms of water need reach a mikve directly from the
heavens. See Y.D. 201:30.

11. Y.D. 201:31-32, MT., MikvaJiJt7:1, Hulln 106a.
12. Rashi, Shabbat 65b, ve-savar; Nidda 67a, mikvaJot. Tos., Nidda 66b, isha.

M.M.,p.157.
13. Yosef Shenberger, Mikva)ot (Jerusalem, 1974), pp. 28-38. A mikve also

may be safer than a river, in which immersion has led to drowning. A case
is recorded in Shimon Huberban, Kiddush Hashem: Jewish Religious and

Cultural Life in Poland During the Holocaust (New York, 1987), pp. 196197.
14. M.M., p. 158. Tos. address the issue of embarrassment in the context of
rivers. The issue is the same for natural springs, not only pragmatically but
halakhically, because the final halakic status of most rivers is equivalent to
that of springs. On the status of rivers, see Y.D. 201:2, Bekhorot 55b,
Shabbat 65a, b, Nedarim 40a, b; also Nidda 67a. Tos.'s comments are in
Bekhorot 55b, u.mappetsei; Nidda 66b, isha; and Shabbat 65a, u~mappetsei.
15. See note 10.

16. Y.D. 201:15, 16, 18-23,25,29,44.
17. Y.D.201:15.

18. Rashi, Betsa 17b, ve.shal'in; Taz, YD. 201:2, #3. Meiri, Mikl'aJot 10;
Rashba, Torat haBayit heArukh, ShaJar haMayyim 7, Teshul'ot III:228; Ritva, Makkot4a, Nedarim 40a; Rosh, Teshul'ot 31:2, Mikl'aJot 1; all cited in

M.M., pp. 15-16.
19. The rationale (marJit ayyin) behind Rambam's position is inferred by Kesel

Mishne, M.T., Mikl'aJot 4:6-7. Shakh, Y.D. 201:24, #63; M.M., p. 158,
esp. note 3.

20. Sefer haTashbets (Lemberg, 1891), 1:17; see also additional sources in
M.M., p. 158, note 2. There are two interrelated reasons for this. First,
intimacy with a woman who has not immersed in a mikve at the proper
time, in the proper way, entails a severe punishment (karet, "excision,") for

both male and female. There are 613 commandments in the Torah; the
punishment for only 36 of which is karet. Neglect of mikl'e is one of these
36. However, neglect of mikve assumes even greater severity, since most of

the 36 commandments are either inoperable since the destrction of the
Temple, or beyond the temptation of most people (incest, for example).
By my calculation, at least 26 of the 36 are virtally never transgressed.
Thus, the severity of mikl'e's neglect is heightened.

Second, excision can affect more than the errant male and female.

Children born of a nidda, a woman who has relations without benefit of a
proper immersion in a mikl'e at the proper time, are in some sense spiritually defective, albeit not necessarily permanently. See Sefer ha-Tashbets,
II1:33; Rabbeinu Yona, ShaJarei Teshuva 3:125. According to Hazon Ish)
the defect is not ineradicable. It is an increased inclination to sin (yetser ha-

ra), which can be overcome.
21. R. Menachem Mendel Kargau, Giddulei Tahara (Fuert, 1845), gaba 1,
cited in M.M., p. 157.

22. 1) Hazon Ish vs. R. Yosef Greenwald concerning zeria be-zohalin: see
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Hazon Ish, YD. 123:1 and VaYehi Yosef(Brooklyn, 1986), p. 9. 2)
Plugging the bor zeria to obviate zeria be- zohalin vs. the creation of
the plug: see M.M., pp. 27-33. 3) Rashab vs.
nivrei Hayym concerning mikpe al gabei mikpe and ketafres: see M.M., pp.
71-86. 4) Rashab vs. Helkat Yaakov concerning the size of the aperatue
(tefah or mashehu) in a mikpe algabei mikt1e: see M.M., pp. 65-66, 110. 5)
Bor hashaka and the mistaken addition of kerosene to it vs. bor zeria and
she'ut1im with the removal of

the mistaken addition of 3 lugim to its immersion pool: see Hazon Ish,

Y.n. 123:4, and R. Nisan Telushki, Taharat Mayym (Brooklyn, 1990),
p. 267; and R. Yitshak Y. Weiss, Resp. Minhat Yitshak (Jerusalem, 1978),

voL. 5, #90, R. Mordechai Yaakov Breish, Resp. Helkat Yaakop (Bnei

Berak, 1966), voL. 3, #54, and M.M., pp. 39-40.

23. Betsa 18b; Hullin 26b; Mikpa'ot 6:8; Rabam, Perush haMishna, Taharot
8:9; Y.D. 201:52, also 201:29,53,56.
24. Shakh, Y.n. 201:52, #112. Shakh's commentaiy on the laws of mikpe is

extraordinarily authontative-his rulings in this area are vinually unchal.
lenged thoughout centues of halakc literarue-but ths pancular ruling
has been especially repercussive. One searches the responsa on mikPa'ot not
to find rulings in accord with Shakh; most are. The diffculty is to find excep-

tions, where Shakh is rejected. Even a qualified rejection is rare. For an
example, see R. Chaim Halberstam, Resp. Diprei Hayyim (Brooklyn, 1980),
Hoshen Mishpat 37, and the analysis in our longer study, "Psychology."
25. Hazon Ish, YD. 123:4.
26. See note 22, #2.

27. See M.M., pp. 158-162, esp. p. 161 (including note 19). On the one hand,

a tub that is doubly perforated alleviates halakhic problems; on the other
hand, the tub's accompanying chain (indispensable to lowering the tub in

the ma'ayan and holding it in place) creates new halakhic problems,
according to some authorities.

28. R. Nachman Bulman, "Approbation," The Agados of the Talmud: The
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